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ABSTRACT

The retroviral genome consists of an intron-containing transcript that has essential cytoplasmic functions in the infected cell. This viral transcript can escape splicing, circumvent the nuclear checkpoint mechanisms and be transported to the cytoplasm by hijacking the host machinery. Once in the cytoplasm, viral unspliced RNA acts as mRNA to be translated and as genomic RNA to be packaged into nascent viruses. The murine leukemia virus (MLV) is among the first retroviruses discovered and is classified as simple Retroviridae due to its minimal encoding capacity. The oncogenic and transduction abilities of MLV are extensively studied, whereas surprisingly the crucial step of its nuclear export has remained unsolved until 2014. Recent work has revealed the recruitment by MLV of the cellular NXF1/Tap-dependent pathway for export. Unconventionally, MLV uses of Tap to export both spliced and unspliced viral RNAs. Unlike other retroviruses, MLV does not harbor a unique RNA signal for export. Indeed, multiple sequences throughout the MLV genome appear to promote export of the unspliced MLV RNA. We review here the current understanding of the export mechanism and highlight the determinants that influence MLV export. As the molecular mechanism of MLV export is elucidated, we will gain insight into the contribution of the export pathway to the cytoplasmic fate of the viral RNA.

Introduction

Murine leukemia viruses (MLV) were among the first mammalian retroviruses discovered more than 60 years ago and are today among the best characterized retroviruses. The study of retroviruses has a broad impact on diverse domains of biology, medicine and biotechnologies. Since most of the retroviruses are oncogenic, study of their pathogenic effects at the cellular and molecular levels has led to a better understanding of fundamental mechanisms involved in
cellular growth control and carcinogenesis.\textsuperscript{1,2} MLVs induce leukemia in mice and provide a useful model to investigate the genetic basis of hematopoietic cancer contributing to a better understanding of hematopoiesis. Like many retroviruses, MLVs induce tumors by proviral insertional mutagenesis, corresponding to the integration of viral DNA near cellular proto-oncogenes and subsequent alteration of their expression. Analysis of integration sites led to the identification of many genes that regulate cell growth and differentiation and are involved in tumor formation.\textsuperscript{3-6} Further understanding of the retrovirus life-cycle has brought new concepts in molecular biology and provided new powerful tools for biotechnology, cancer research and gene therapy. The discovery of the reverse transcription, the copying of RNA to DNA, in retrovirus replication cycle had a strong impact on biotechnology. Indeed, the use of MLV reverse transcriptase in the laboratory to generate DNA copies from RNA provided a remarkable tool for analysis of RNA molecules. Finally, in-depth knowledge of retrovirus molecular structure and full replication cycle allowed to use them as backbone for vectors to generate efficient and specific gene delivery systems. Vectors derived from MLV are widely used for cell transduction in laboratory\textsuperscript{7} and their use in gene therapy trials has been successful in most of the patients. However, adverse effects related to insertional mutagenesis were observed in 10% of the patients and work is in progress to improve their biosafety.\textsuperscript{8-10}

Considered as a prototypic retrovirus, MLV has been extensively studied and has a major impact on understanding the molecular organization and life-cycle of retroviruses. The genome of all retroviruses is a capped and polyadenylated RNA about 8-kb long and flanked by two long terminal repeats (LTR) containing regulatory elements for transcription and polyadenylation. Like all simple retroviruses, MLV genomic RNA (gRNA), also called full-length RNA (FL RNA), contains only the three major coding domains common to all retroviruses: \textit{gag}, \textit{pol} and \textit{env} encoding for structural, enzymatic and receptor binding viral proteins, respectively (Fig. 1), whereas complex retroviruses, such as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), contain additional coding domains corresponding to accessory and regulatory proteins. In addition to coding capacity, \textit{cis}-acting elements present on the FL RNA are directly involved in many steps of the virus replication cycle, such as splicing, packaging or reverse transcription, through their interaction with cellular or viral \textit{trans}-acting factors. Finally, only a subset of the FL RNA will be used to produce viral spliced RNAs. Simple retroviruses are characterized by only one spliced RNA resulting from the removing of a single intron and generating the \textit{env} mRNA, whereas complex retroviruses produce many other spliced RNA coding for accessory proteins, with at least 46 spliced RNA for HIV.\textsuperscript{11} However, although MLV belongs to simple retroviruses, a second MLV singly spliced mRNA called SD’ RNA and generated from an alternative splice donor site was discovered. Unlike \textit{env} mRNA, SD’ RNA can be packaged, reverse transcribed and integrated in the host genome.\textsuperscript{12}

In contrast to cellular RNA, the replication cycle of a retrovirus requires unspliced intron-containing viral RNA to be exported from the nucleus. Once in the cytoplasm, this FL RNA will be either translated to provide the viral Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins, or packaged as a genome into assembling virions. To this dual fate correspond two distinct pools of unspliced viral RNA in the cytoplasm of MLV infected cells, while a unique pool of a bifunctional RNA is used for translation and packaging in the case of HIV.\textsuperscript{13} As opposed to retroviral FL RNA, the presence of unspliced cellular RNA in the cytoplasm is rare since splicing is a prerequisite for nuclear export of mRNA and intron retention targets RNA to degradation by cellular quality control mechanisms. Thus, retrovirus FL RNA needs to escape from degradation and then find a strategy to reach the cytoplasm. For example, HIV Rev regulatory protein binds the Rev response element (RRE) present in FL RNA and interacts with the nuclear export receptor CRM1 to exit the nucleus via the nuclear pore complex (NPC). The simple Mason Pfizer Monkey virus (MPMV) contains a \textit{cis}-acting RNA motif, the constitutive transport element (CTE), which mediates the export of the
FL RNA through the direct binding of the nuclear export factor NXF1, also called Tap. Studies of retroviral mechanisms to export their unspliced gRNA have also led to a better understanding of their host nuclear export pathways. Surprisingly, whereas MLV molecular organization and lifecycle have been extensively studied, the issue of the export of its unspliced FL RNA was resolved only very recently by several teams simultaneously, closing a major gap in the knowledge of MLV replication cycle. Here we will focus on the main similarities and differences between the cis-acting elements and trans-acting factors reported as contributing to MLV export and we will discuss the apparent complexity of MLV export pathway.

Overview of mammalian mRNA export

The nucleocytoplasmic transport of mRNA is closely related to its nuclear maturation (capping, splicing, cleavage and polyadenylation) since a mRNA maturation defect prevents its export and leads to RNA degradation. Interestingly, mRNA export is saturable, indicating the involvement of specific limiting factors. Export of the majority of the mature mRNA is dependent on the highly conserved Tap factor. Tap shuttles between nucleus and cytoplasm by interacting with the nucleoporins (NUP) in the nuclear pore via its C-terminus while its N-terminus binds the RNA cargo. Other factors are recruited to reinforce these weak interactions. The heterodimerization of Tap with the NTF2-related export protein-1 (NXT1), also called p15, induces a conformational switch that strengthens Tap-NUPs interaction within the nuclear pore. In parallel, the conserved transcription-export (TREX) complex, mainly including the THO complex, UAP56, Aly and CIP29, is recruited to the newly synthesized transcripts during splicing. This RNA/TREX complex finally uses the Tap/p15 heterodimer as an export factor to pass through the nuclear pores. RNA helicases, such as Dbp5, help mRNAs to exit the pores on the cytoplasmic side (Fig.2A). Recent microscopy approaches focusing on single mRNA molecules in living cells have provided valuable insights into the mRNA nucleocytoplasmic translocation. The kinetic of mRNA export was spatially resolved and showed that mRNA molecules pass rapidly through the central channel of nuclear pores, and that docking on the nuclear side and then waiting for release into the cytoplasm are the most time consuming steps (totaling 180 +/- 10 ms). Some mRNA molecules (10%) sit for seconds at nuclear pores without gaining exit, suggesting that RNA could be screened for quality at this point (for review see ref. 17).

In contrast to splicing-dependent mRNA export, little is known about how natural mRNAs with retained introns are exported in mammalian cells. A substantial majority of genes contains introns and over 90% of human genes are alternatively spliced. Expression of genes with persistence of introns has been reported in several cancers and could participate in adaptive regulation. In addition, natural intronless cellular mRNAs such as histone H2A, HSPB3, IFNα1 and IFNβ1 constitute model systems. Their export is blocked by knockdown of TREX components (UAP56 and THOC2) or Tap (for review see ref. 20) but the mechanisms used to bypass nuclear export restrictions remain unclear. However, most of the studies done with intronless viral mRNAs (i.e. herpes simplex virus, influenza A virus), reveal that these mRNAs bind to specific cellular or viral proteins that recruit the classic mRNA export machinery (for review see ref. 21). The unspliced RNA genome of retroviruses also provides valuable information on intron-containing mRNA export. Especially, studies of HIV and MPMV led to the understanding of the function of cellular export factors, CRM1 and Tap, respectively. In addition to the role of the Tap/p15 complex in the export of bulk transcripts, it is now well established that Tap/p15 promotes export of intron-containing mRNA through binding to the well-conserved CTE motif present in both viral and cellular mRNAs.

MLV requires Tap/NXF1-dependent pathway to export its viral RNA
Little is known about viral RNA localization in cells infected with replication-competent MLV. Localization of unspliced viral RNA in mouse NIH3T3 cells chronically infected with Mo-MLV was determined by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and by cell fractionation experiments. These results showed that the majority of the unspliced RNA remained within the nucleus, suggesting that the nucleus constitutes an MLV RNA reservoir. Unspliced RNAs are divided into two distinct RNA pools according to its dual fate in the cytoplasm: it can be targeted to the ribosomes to be translated as mRNA or be driven at the plasma membrane (PM) to be packaged as gRNA in the newly formed viruses. These two RNA populations (mRNA, gRNA) can be distinguished by Actinomycin D treatment and measurement of their different half-lives. Indeed, the virion precursor gRNA has a half-life of 3-4 hours although the unspliced mRNA is stable for a period of 12-24 hours, suggesting that the two pools of RNA could form different ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP) according to their fate. Whether the RNP are already formed in the nucleus and predetermine the cytoplasmic fate of the RNA remains to be demonstrated.

The export pathway used by MLV RNA was identified very recently, in 2014. Different complementary approaches such as RNA silencing, dominant-negative mutant of Tap and RNA competitor harboring four copies of the CTE sequence have been used either in human or murine cells lines, infected or transfected with MLV. All results concur that the Tap pathway is strictly required for MLV expression (Fig. 2). Indeed, over-expression of Tap protein increased the expression of MLV chimeric mRNA and blocking the Tap pathway induced a drastic decrease in Gag and Env protein levels. The effect of Tap pathway inhibition on RNA export was very difficult to monitor due to the rapid degradation of the RNA retained in the nucleus. Thus, detection of nuclear retention of blocked unspliced RNA was made only possible when using a very sensitive RNA imaging method with single molecule sensitivity. This microscopy analysis allowed to image unspliced RNA from 8 hours after Tap-inhibition. Furthermore, the interaction between Tap and the MLV RNAs was observed by co-immunoprecipitation experiments. Spliced and unspliced RNA were complexed with the cellular Tap protein in infected human cells or transfected murine cell lines.

In conclusion, in contrast to HIV-1, spliced and unspliced MLV RNA take the same route to reach the cytoplasm in order to be translated. It is not known how MLV discriminates between spliced and unspliced viral RNAs. Also, whether the same pathway is used to export the two different pools of unspliced viral RNA (to be translated or packaged) remains to be determined.

**Tap-cofactors involved in MLV RNA export**

The export of unspliced MLV RNA mediated by Tap seems to require several co-factors (Fig. 2). Sakuma et al. highlighted the requirement of the three factors UAP56, THOC5 and THOC7. THOC5 and THOC7 are two proteins from the THO complex recruited onto the mRNA during splicing and able to recruit UAP56. UAP56 is an RNA helicase of the DEAD-Box family that plays a critical role in nuclear export via its ability to recruit the Aly/Ref protein onto the mRNA, which itself is needed to recruit the Tap-p15 heterodimer. Interaction of Aly/Ref and THOC5 with Tap induces a conformational change of Tap resulting in a better interaction with the mRNA. Interestingly, the study by Sakuma et al. revealed that although UAP56, THOC5 and THOC7 are required for the export of MLV unspliced RNA, Aly/Ref is dispensable (Fig. 2). The involvement of other proteins of the THO complex (THOC1, THOC2, THOC6) as well as the Cip29 protein has been assessed and the results showed that these proteins are not involved in the export of MLV RNA. Interestingly, the involvement of the co-factors are different for the MLV spliced and unspliced RNA. Indeed, although the UAP56 is necessary for the export of both spliced and unspliced RNA, THOC5 and THOC7 are only needed for the export of unspliced RNA. Thus,
although the MLV spliced and unspliced RNA take the same route to be exported from the nucleus, the RNP formed are different suggesting that some partners could be involved in the balance between export and splicing.

It was also demonstrated that MLV unspliced RNA is sensitive to the presence of the cellular SRp20 protein. SRp20 shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm and promotes nuclear export and translation of cellular mRNAs by recruiting Tap/p15 on mRNAs.\textsuperscript{35-37} SRp20 was shown to serve as a bridge between Tap/p15 and the MLV unspliced RNA.\textsuperscript{26} Moreover, SRp20 increases the binding of polysomes on the Gag mRNA in a Tap-dependent manner, thus linking nuclear export and translation.\textsuperscript{26} These results are apparently not in agreement with the requirement of THOC5 and THOC7 but different binding sites could be present on the MLV unspliced RNA and could independently recruit Tap/p15 via some adaptors like SRp20 or THOC proteins (Fig. 2). Moreover, it is not excluded that SRp20 and THOC act in concert in the same export pathway.

**MLV cis-acting RNA sequences**

Retroviral unspliced RNA harbors particular cis-regulatory RNA elements that contribute to the recruitment of cellular nuclear export factors. For instance, the RRE present in the env sequence of HIV-1 is promoting the nuclear export of the FL RNA via the CRM1-dependent pathway. For the simple retrovirus MPMV, the FL RNA export is mediated via the binding of the CTE motif to Tap. Altogether, these studies reveal that retroviral cis-export elements usually localize at the 3’ end of the viral FL RNA. However, the identification of the nuclear export signals of MLV appears more complex since the presence of multiple cis-export elements have been reported throughout the RNA, from its 5’ to 3’ regions (Table 1). Note that the species context used to study MLV should be taken into account since mechanisms of cellular pathways may differ from human to murine cells (\textsuperscript{38-40} and personal data).

- **The R stem-loop.** The importance of the R sequence present in the 5’ UTR of the MLV SL3 strain was first reported by Cupelli and colleagues. By using a construct containing a chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) reporter placed under the control of both SL3 U3 and the first 32 nt of the R region, they showed that the presence of R enhanced CAT activity in mouse cell lines whereas this CAT activity appeared more variable in human cell lines.\textsuperscript{41, 42} The first 28 nt of R is predicted to form a stem loop, called RSL. Maintaining the secondary structure of the RSL appears to be important to enhance the CAT activity of the construct.\textsuperscript{31} The RSL stem-loop is present in both unspliced and spliced RNA. Importantly, RSL is highly conserved among type-C retroviruses\textsuperscript{41, 43} and can also form inside the R sequence of the Moloney strain (Mo-MLV) (Fig. 3A).\textsuperscript{43} Indeed, MoMLV RSL can substitute the SL3 RSL activity.\textsuperscript{41} Then, the role of this RSL was studied in the presence or the absence of an intronic and exonic sequence by using the same CAT reporter assays and revealed the importance of the R sequence in the expression of intron-containing reporter RNA.\textsuperscript{41} The role of the RSL was later supported by experiments conducted with the full-length SL3 MLV. Deletion or mutation of the RSL in this viral context impaired the cytoplasmic accumulation of unspliced gRNA in murine and human cells lines.\textsuperscript{44} Interestingly, all these studies showed that mutation or deletion of the RSL impacted Gag production, suggesting that the export driven by R targets the unspliced RNA to the translation machinery.

- **The Psi region.** The Psi region is mainly known for its role in RNA dimerization\textsuperscript{45-47} and RNA packaging in new viral particles.\textsuperscript{48-51} Psi is located at the 5’ end of the genome, 350-nucleotide downstream of the 5’ splice donor site (SD), and thus it is removed during the canonical splicing generating the non-packageable env RNA (Fig. 1). The Psi region forms an independent and highly structured domain including four stem-loops (called A, B, C and D)\textsuperscript{52-54} (Fig. 3B). In 2005, two independent studies claimed a role for Psi in the nuclear export of FL RNA
The A-D stem-loops were deleted independently or in combination in Mo-MLV-based constructs and the RNA localization was monitored by subcellular fractionation followed by RT-qPCR as well as fluorescence microscopy (FISH). Both teams showed that ABCD hairpins promote the nuclear export of the viral transcripts in murine NIH3T3 cells and human HT-Fly cells.\textsuperscript{23, 55} The role of Psi in FL RNA export was confirmed by competition experiments in which the over-expressed Psi sequence competed with the unspliced MLV FL transcript for the nuclear export in MLV-infected cells.\textsuperscript{23} Altogether, these studies revealed a new function for the four Psi stem-loops in the transport of intron-containing viral RNAs from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.

- **The pol coding sequence**. Several studies have reported the contribution of coding sequences located in the pol gene. MLV or XMRV gag gene is poorly expressed under the control of the natural LTR or a CMV promoter whereas gag-pol gene is efficiently expressed\textsuperscript{26, 30} suggesting a putative role of the pol sequence in the expression of viral transcripts. Pilkington \textit{et al.} worked with the complete genome of Mo-MLV or XMRV.\textsuperscript{30} They deleted env or pol separately or env and pol together and observed in human cells that pol is required for Gag production. They defined a region of 1467nt in Mo-MLV (RT and IN) which was called post-transcriptional element (PTE). Insertion of PTE in the intron of poorly expressed reporter genes known to depend on post-transcriptional regulation (i.e. HIV Gag or CAT genes in respectively pNLgag and pDM138 plasmids), enhances the expression of the respective gene reporter. The PTE is a highly complex RNA structure with seven stem-loops (SL1 to SL7). A major role has been ascribed to SL1 and SL7 in the activity of the PTE, suggesting the presence of a bipartite signal for the PTE function (Fig. 3C). The fact that SL2 contains another \textit{cis}-sequence identified by another group,\textsuperscript{26} reinforces the importance of the PTE. Although SL2 is dispensable for the function of the XMRV PTE,\textsuperscript{30} its role remains to be studied in the context of Mo-MLV.

Bartels and Luban identified two sequences in XMRV and MLV pol gene, which independently enhanced the expression of Gag (2232nt-3456nt and 4876nt-5199nt in XMRV) in human cells.\textsuperscript{26} These sequences increased i) mRNA stability, ii) mRNA association to the polyribosomes and iii) mRNA nuclear export. From the first sequence, Luban’s team predicted a hairpin of 100nt similar to the CTE \textit{cis}-element present in MPMV, and named it \textit{γ}-CTE (Fig. 3D). In particular, \textit{γ}-CTE and CTE share a similar AAGACA loop that specifically recruits the cellular Tap factor to promote nuclear export of viral transcripts.\textsuperscript{26} The study also shows that both MLV gag and pol sequences are also sensitive to the presence of SRp20 protein. This cellular factor links nuclear export and translation by increasing the binding of polysomes to Gag mRNA in a Tap-dependent manner.\textsuperscript{26}

More recently, another \textit{cis}-element of 70nt was identified in the pol gene and called CAE for cytoplasmic accumulation element (Fig. 3).\textsuperscript{29} This CAE sequence is conserved among the gamma-retroviruses and is predicted to fold into 3 major stem-loops (Fig. 3E). Nine nucleotides (GGAAAGGAC) of XMRV CAE sequence are essential but not sufficient for the CAE function (Fig. 3E). Both MoMLV and XMRV CAE promote the nuclear export of viral transcript without affecting the stability, splicing or translation efficiency of the transcripts in human cell lines. Indeed, the expression of an HIV Gag construct became Rev independent when the CAE was inserted downstream the gag gene. In addition, the study revealed that MLV and XMRV CAE are both able to specifically interact with the nuclear export factor Tap triggering export of both spliced and unspliced viral RNAs.\textsuperscript{29}

Finally, a sequence upstream the SA site in the integrase gene, formed by 237bp (5119-5355 in MLV), has been identified as a \textit{cis}-element promoting the specific expression of the unspliced RNA in a position-independent manner.\textsuperscript{57} This \textit{cis}-element may play a role in FL RNA export, but this hypothesis was not assessed in the study and remains to be elucidated.

- **The U3 region**. A deletion within the U3 region is commonly used in the design of MLV-based vectors to prevent the expression of the full-length RNA by the LTR promoter.\textsuperscript{58} A recent
study showed that the nuclear cytosolic levels of RNA transcripts decreased when most of the U3 region was deleted (381 nt). The U3 deletion was performed in constructs containing the 5’ LTR, 3’ LTR, and Psi domain of MLV and a reporter gene (GFP or neomycin). This effect was partly due to the incorrect 3’ end RNA processing but also to a default in unspliced RNA nuclear export. This defect was complemented by transferring the U3 region to another position within the vector, highlighting the presence of a position independent cis-acting sequence within the U3 region (Fig. 3).

**Discussion**

Viral FL RNA metabolism and transport are highly regulated processes relying on cellular pathways. MLV does not encode regulatory proteins unlike complex retroviruses and requires specialized interactions with cellular machinery to ensure splicing, stabilization and export of its viral RNA. In particular, splicing and export are closely linked processes resulting in the presence of a significant amount of unspliced transcripts in the cytosol. Thus, it is important to study the nuclear export of viral RNA while maintaining the intron-containing feature of the RNA (i.e. functional splice sites). Note that several aberrant splice sites have been reported in MLV-based vectors in which splicing was shown to depend on sequences located in *gag* (1183-1649 nt) and *pol* (5140-5400 nt) genes. None of these sequences are present in the different cis-elements described as facilitating export of the MLV unspliced RNA. However, it cannot be excluded that in native context of the complete virus, mutating export signals located in intronic region may deregulate splicing and indirectly affect RNA export. Furthermore, studies of HIV replication in murine cells have revealed species-specific defects at the level of splicing, nuclear export or assembly efficiencies. These studies reinforce the notion that post-transcriptional regulation of retroviral gRNA requires specific cellular factors that are not functionally equivalent in murine and human cells. Therefore, it would be important to study MLV nuclear export within murine cell lines (Table 1) and using reporter constructs harboring MLV splice sites. Unfortunately, it is difficult to monitor the transport of the entire replication-competent MLV, since the effects of any mutation/deletion in the sequence of this multifunctional gRNA would make the interpretation ambiguous.

While MLV is among the first retroviruses discovered, we waited until 2014 to find out that MLV recruits the Tap-dependent export pathway, mainly due to the technical difficulties associated with the detection of a nuclear retention of MLV RNA when inactivating the Tap pathway. In contrast, clear and convincing nuclear accumulation of MPMV was reported when inactivating CTE. What makes MLV so special? Actually, blocking the Tap-pathway systematically and specifically resulted into a fast and drastic degradation accounting for undetectable levels of MLV RNA in the nucleus. In addition, while other retroviruses harbor an export signal at their 3’end, MLV has the particularity to contain cis-acting signals throughout the molecule, at its ultimate 3’ end (U3), at its 5’ end (R, Psi) as well as in the coding sequence of *pol* (PTE, γ-CTE, and CAE) (Table 1). This dispersed pattern of cis-acting signals could suggest the existence of a conformational determinant but the complete RNA structure has not been solved yet and this hypothesis would require further investigation. Moreover, it is noticeable that Psi and CAE are particularly close to SD and SA splicing sites, respectively (Fig. 3), suggesting that splicing and export, two competitive events, could be regulated in a spatial way. Such competition could be crucial for the stability of the unspliced RNA as shown in HIV and MPMV studies. It might induce the recruitment of different co-factors which would explain the difference of the RNP on the spliced and unspliced RNA. The fact that the same highly structured 5’ region, Psi, also has the particularity to serve for both export and packaging functions suggests that the two processes might be intimately related to each other and might influence the cytosolic RNA fate.
Since Psi and PTE determinants are only present in unspliced FL RNA (Fig. 3), they could be recognized by Tap cofactors to specifically export these RNA species into the cytosol. This could explain how MLV discriminates its spliced and unspliced RNAs that are all dependent of the Tap export pathway.

Thus, further studies are required to better understand the relationship between the different cis-export signals and the other post-transcriptional regulation steps. To our knowledge, there is no inhibitory sequences identified in MLV RNA (unlike HIV-1 RNA) that could mediate the nuclear retention of the unspliced MLV RNA. Altogether, a better understanding of this particular mechanism might unravel new lines in these complex processes. Finally, export of intron-containing RNA represents a key step of retroviral infection that provides an interesting model to better understand the post-transcriptional regulation of the mammalian genes with persistence of introns leading to their expression in some cancers.
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Table 1: Summary of the actors contributing to the MLV nuclear export.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway/Factors</th>
<th>cis-acting element</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Cellular context</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>murine</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap/p15, SRp20</td>
<td>γ-CTE</td>
<td>2918-3016 (pol)</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap, UAP56, THOC5, THOC7</td>
<td>CAE</td>
<td>5621-5689 (pol)</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>[28] [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nd</td>
<td>RSL</td>
<td>1-28 (5' LTR)</td>
<td>murine</td>
<td>[41] [42] [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nd</td>
<td>Psi</td>
<td>210-374 (5' LTR)</td>
<td>murine</td>
<td>[23] [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nd</td>
<td>PTE</td>
<td>2238-3705 (pol)</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nd</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>7846-8229 (3' LTR)</td>
<td>murine</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1: The MLV genome and subgenomic SD' and Env mRNAs.**

The primary transcript (8.3kb RNA), named FL RNA\textsuperscript{gag-pol}, includes the three major genes: gag gene components, including the matrix (MA), p12, capsid (CA), and nucleocapsid (NC), the pol gene components, including the protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT) and integrase (IN) as well as the env sequence, coding for the surface (SU) and transmembrane (TM) components of viral envelope glycoprotein. A subset of this FL RNA goes through splicing and generates the SD' RNA\textsuperscript{50} (4.4Kb) that derives from an alternative donor site (SD') within CA to the canonical splice acceptor site (SA) and codes for the p50 protein. A second fully-spliced RNA is generated, SD RNA\textsuperscript{Env} (3Kb) by splicing between the donor site (SD at position 205) and the acceptor site (SA at position 5490) encoding Env proteins.
Figures 2: MLV FL RNA is exported from the nucleus by Tap. (A) Export of cellular mRNA via Tap-dependent pathway. The major mRNA export factor Tap, coupled to its heterodimeric partner, p15, is required for formation of an export-competent mRNP including the major adaptors: the TREX/THO complex and the SRp20 protein recruited cotranscriptionally. For simplicity, not all adaptors have been depicted. The factors shared with the MLV RNA export are in red. (B) In contrast with MPMV FL RNA, the interaction between MLV FL RNA and Tap seems indirect and requires the intervention of cellular co-factors (blue pathway). Some subunits from the TREX complex (THOC7, THOC5 and UAP56) and SRp20 proteins (in red) have been identified to promote this interaction. In contrast, only UAP56 has been reported to be involved in export of MLV spliced SD RNA (green pathway). The crosses indicate the dispensable factors for viral RNA export. The question mark indicates that SRp20 contribution to the spliced viral RNA export has not been analyzed yet.
Figure 3: cis-acting motifs on MLV genome. Different sequences throughout the Mo-MLV RNA have been reported to be involved in FL RNA export. From 5' to 3': The RSL (R stem-loop), a signal made of 28nt folding in one stem-loop as pictured in (A); the Psi encapsidation signal which folds in four stem-loops (B); PTE which covers a large region in pol gene and contains seven stem-loops with the first and seventh motif (SL1 & SL7 depicted in C) of special importance;
the γ-CTE (D) within the PTE region harbors a short sequence AAGACA (in red) also found in the MPMV CTE and CAE which folds in 3 stem-loops (E), contains a 9nt core sequence (in red) necessary but not sufficient for the function of this motif. At the 3’ end the U3 region is required for the specific export of unspliced RNA however no precise motif has been highlighted in this region yet.